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Go Buckeyes is an introduction to Ohio State University for little ones. Colorful pages, combined

with simple words, enhance a learning atmosphere for both child and parent. Early association with

the spirit of Ohio State provides knowledge and excitement for future years.
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This was perfect as one of the gifts for our younger grandson this past Christmas (he was 21

months old at the time), even though the words included weren't actually his first Ohio State words.

Grandpa bleeds scarlet and gray, and PRIOR to both his and our older grandson's first birthdays, he

had trained them - at the conclusion of our singing the Ohio State fight song - to say "Go Bucks!"

But this is a darling board book, and I must say that our grandson was QUITE proud of himself (as

was Grandpa!) when he learned ALL of the words in this book by New Year's Eve, much to the

amazement and amusement of our extended family! I myself was particularly proud when he

learned the first item, which included his first 5 syllable word... "University Hall"! The second item is

"Scarlet and Gray", then (my favorite) is "Mirror Lake" (his version sounds more like "Meeyew

Yake"), then comes "Brutus Buckeye", "Script Ohio", "Carmen Ohio", "Horseshoe", and finally "Ohio

State University". The book measures 6 1/2" x 5 3/4" and is 5/8" thick, perfect for his little hands. As

you flip each page, the words are imprinted on the left side, with an illustration of the item on the

right. So, I guess this means he's already completed "Buckeyes 101", and is well on his way to his



degree! ;-) $8.88 seemed okay (especially since the imprinted price on the book is $10.99!) for a

very sturdy book that should hold up well - hopefully well enough to be read by a little brother or

sister we just found out is due in September!

I actually bought this gift as a gag-gift for a friend who is a Florida Gators fan. I looked through the

book and found it to be very well done. The pages are high quality and sturdy enough to let a small

child play with them without worrying about it getting destroyed. The only reason I give this four

stars is because the page that shows Brutus Buckeye makes him look slightly demented and

creepy. It isn't too bad to the point where it would scare a child, but Buckeye fans will definitely

notice that something looks off.

Our family is a die- hard Ohio State family. Everything my husband tries to buy is red and gray. So

when we had our first son, of course his first words needed to be scarlet and gray, and first letters

O-H-I-O. My son is now 18mos old and I regularly find this book in the middle of the room or him

looking at it. He doesn't talk yet but I am almost sure he will be the diehard Buckeye fan his dad will

raise him to be. Anything cute, kid friendly and OSU is a good product in my book.

As the daughter of a former Ohio State football player, I loved this for my toddler boys! It was a

great book for them to read with their grandpa.

I really liked it and it made a great shower gift for my cousin's wife who is a OSU fan!

Bought for a baby shower gift to parents who are huge OH state fans, cute.
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